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Address Georgian Crystal 
1, Silk Mill Lane, Tutbury, Burton-On-Trent 
Staffordshire DE13 9LE

Country United Kingdom

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
The factory was set up for the public to view glassmaking and decorating, with a factory shop on site offering fine quality English lead crystal glassware
with considerable savings on High Street prices.

The company has grown steadily over the years, and now exports to most parts of the world. We also offer an engraving service for weddings and
retirements etc. as well as sandblasting Company and Club logos.

There´s a rare pleasure to handling and using fine, hand made lead crystal. The substantial weight of the glassware, its sparkling highlights and the
clear ring of its tone add to the joy of a fine wine or a delicately aged brandy. Georgian Crystal is painstakingly made by craftsmen from glass that we
manufacture in our own factory. The pieces are formed and blown using age-old techniques, and then decorated by gifted artists using the finest
diamond cutting tools.
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